ClockWatch

®

Clock Synchronization Software
ClockWatch® is Beagle Software’s flagship software package to keep the
Windows® system clock set to the exact time.
ClockWatch® Software:
• Makes your computer a precision time keeper by synchronizing its clock with
the U.S. Cesium Atomic Clock, the world's most accurate clock maintained by
the U.S. National Institutes of Standards and Technology (NIST).
• Manages Windows® system clocks that otherwise drift over time.
• Provides for manual or automated time setting options
• Offers detailed logs and graphical display to efficiently monitor the system
clock's performance.
• Options for GPS or radio signal reception.
• Scaleable to networks.
System compatibility: Windows® 9x/NT/2k/XP/2003

desktop

ClockWatch® Pro

ClockWatch® Sentry

$29.95

(CWLock)

$39.95

ClockWatch® Sentry has all the features of ClockWatch® Pro, plus Clock Locking. This feature prevents an unauthorized user
from attempting to change the computer time. An administrator may set an authorization password and determine who is
allowed to modify the system clock. Sentry can run as a service.

ClockWatch® Server
network

(CW95)

ClockWatch® Pro is a full-featured time synchronization utility that allows the user to control setting frequency and automation,
timeserver used, log results, use Internet or modem connection, and integrates with our ClockCard product. Pro is the ideal
package for users who want the flexibility to tailor the process and manage results. Pro can run as a service.

(CWSrv)

$99.95

ClockWatch® Server can be installed on any computer on the network to act as time server to clients, including NTP clients. The
server should have Internet or modem access to sync time, or substitute with ClockWatch® Star Sync or Radio Sync for
alternative time synchronization. ClockWatch® Server can run as a service.

ClockWatch® Client

(CWCli20)

$29.95

ClockWatch® Client 2000 communicates with the computer hosting ClockWatch® Server to set time. Client 2000 has
the same features as Sentry. ClockWatch Server is required on the network.

Client Server Bundles:
Starter Pak

(CliSrv5Pak)

$199.95

Includes 1 Server, 5 Clients, master CD, User's Guide $255 value!

Business Pak

(CliSrv10Pak) $299.95

desktop or
network

Includes 1 Server, 10 Clients, master CD, User's Guide $404 value!

ClockWatch® Star Sync
ClockWatch® Star Sync network time source acquires precise time from GPS satellites using a Garmin receiver, with reception
available anywhere worldwide. The satellite time is maintained by the U.S. Navy and is traceable to NIST’s Atomic Clock. Star
Sync is ideal for remote and/or secure situations, and ensures high reliability and security in delivering precise time. Compatible
with ClockWatch® Client. Requires serial port connection (optional USB adapter is available) and a power source.

with Heavy Duty GPS Receiver

(CWSSGPS)

$599.95

with Standard Duty GPS Receiver

(CWSSGPS2) $425.95
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